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Improving signal-to-noise ratio measurement
accuracy with SNR parametric maps
Wilson PC, McCann AJ & McGrath C

Radiological Imaging and Protection Service, Northern Ireland Regional Medical Physics Service, Belfast Health & Social Care Trust

Background

Parametric maps

Signal to noise ratio is a good single metric for monitoring system performance over
time as most MRI hardware or software faults result in a change in SNR [1].
Image SNR is the ratio of mean pixel value to its standard deviation [2]. This is most
accurately calculated on a pixel-by-pixel basis from multiple images acquired using
identical parameters. However, faster approximations, using only one or two images,
are used in practice.
Single and dual image methods rely on calculating SNR over one or more regions of
interest (ROIs). The NEMA methods [3] use a single large ROI but this may
overestimate noise by incorporating low frequency variation from imperfect image
normalisation. Other methods [4,5] use five smaller ROIs to avoid this, but at the cost
of estimating SNR on only a small subset of the available data. This means a slight
anomaly in the wrong place can have a substantial effect on the final SNR calculation.
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Validation of Python implementation
We implemented the McCann et al. algorithm in Python [5,6]. To validate, we
compared the results with those from an existing IDL [7] version of the same
algorithm for 33 images. Slight differences in determining the centre of the phantom
meant that ROIs moved by a few pixels between methods. In most cases (67%) this
caused a difference in measured SNR of less than 1%. However, it was often larger
and in one image the SNR changed by almost 10%.

Detail enlarged from image above with harsh windowing
showing small regions of low signal

Discussion

SNR should measure scanner performance
not phantom homogeneity

Variation in SNR measurements between IDL and
Python implementations
No anomalies were initially visible in images with large variations in SNR
measurements, but harsh windowing revealed low signal regions, possibly caused by
slow-moving micro-bubbles or foreign bodies such as fungal growth. Including an
anomaly in an ROI caused a substantial drop in the calculated SNR.

SNR parametric map algorithm
The SNR at each pixel in the image is calculated by analysing an ROI centred upon that
pixel. The results are plotted as a heat map.
SNR 𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦 =

𝜇𝜇 𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦
𝜎𝜎 𝐼𝐼𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦

where 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐼𝐼𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦 is a 20 x 20 pixel
ROI centred on 𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦 .

We found that small inhomogeneities in flood phantom contents can reduce
measured SNR values by up to 10%, leading to scanner performance being better
than the measurements suggest. These imperfections are difficult to spot and passed
unnoticed during routine QA. They were only discovered retrospectively when
substantially different SNR results were returned by two different implementations of
the same SNR algorithm for some images. This occurred when an inclusion was within
an ROI for one implementation but not the other. Double-image techniques are likely
to be similarly affected as bubbles or foreign bodies may move between acquisitions.
The inhomogeneities, whilst invisible when viewing images under normal conditions,
are highly conspicuous in the SNR parametric map.

Conclusion
SNR parametric maps enable variations in SNR to be quickly visualised. If they are
incorporated into routine QA analysis they can reveal both coil sensitivities and
regions with abnormally low signal. These can then be investigated and, if
appropriate, omitted from SNR calculations. Regular appearance of imperfections
may indicate that the phantom should be refilled or replaced.
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Improving signal-to-noise ratio measurement accuracy with SNR parametric maps
Wilson PC, McCann AJ, McGrath C
Northern Ireland Regional Medical Physics Service, Belfast Health & Social Care Trust, UK
Background. Most hardware or software faults will result in a change in signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), making it a good single metric for monitoring system performance over time [3]. SNR is
most accurately calculated by acquiring multiple images using identical parameters, then finding
the ratio of the mean pixel value to its standard deviation on a pixel-by-pixel basis. In practice,
however, faster approximations, which typically calculate SNR over five small regions of interest
(ROIs) using only one or two images, are used [1,2,4]. The fairly small number of pixels used in the
SNR calculation in these methods means a small anomaly can have a substantial effect.
Methods. The McCann et al. single image SNR algorithm [2] was implemented in Python (The
Python Software Foundation, python.org) and tested on a sample of flood phantom images. The
results were compared with those obtained from an implementation of the same algorithm in IDL
(Exelis Visual Information Solutions, Boulder, Colorado).
SNR parametric maps were created to show the local SNR for each pixel. This was estimated as
the SNR for an ROI centred on that pixel and the results shown as a heatmap.
Results. Implementational differences resulted in slight variation in ROI placement between the
Python and IDL algorithms. Whilst this caused less than 2% variation in measured SNR for most
images, a few had deviations up to 10%. Although no anomalies were initially visible, harsh
windowing revealed low signal regions, possibly caused by slow-moving micro-bubbles or foreign
bodies such as fungal growth. Including an anomaly in an ROI caused a substantial drop in the
calculated SNR. The SNR parametric maps clearly show the regions affected by these anomalies.
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(A) Image of flood phantom, (B) SNR map, (C) detail of region with low SNR (re-windowed) and
(D) same detail in SNR map.
Discussion. SNR should be a robust measure of the system noise and not show a sensitive
dependency upon precise ROI location. However, small inhomogeneities in flood phantom
contents can reduce measured SNR values by up to 10%, reducing its utility as a measure of
system performance. Such imperfections can pass unnoticed when viewing the image and may not
be discovered without parametric SNR maps. Double-image techniques are likely to be similarly
affected as bubbles or foreign bodies may move between acquisitions.
Conclusion. SNR parametric maps enable variations in SNR to be quickly visualised and can
reveal both coil sensitivities and regions with potentially low signal. These can then be investigated
and, if appropriate, omitted from SNR calculations. Regular appearance of imperfections may
indicate that the phantom should be refilled or replaced.
Key references.
[1] E. Jackson, M. Bronskill, D. Drost, J. Och, R. Pooley, W. Sobol, and G. Clarke, “Acceptance
testing and quality assurance procedures for magnetic resonance imaging facilities,” American
Association of Physicists in Medicine. One Physics Ellipse College Park, 2010.
[2] A. J. McCann, A. Workman, and C. McGrath, “A quick and robust method for measurement of
signal-to-noise ratio in MRI.,” Phys Med Biol, vol. 58, no. 11, pp. 3775–90, 2013.
[3] D. McRobbie and S. Semple, “Quality Control and Artefacts in Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(IPEM report 112),” York: Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine, 2017.
[4] National Electrical Manufacturers Association, “Determination of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in
diagnostic magnetic resonance imaging,” NEMA Standards Publication MS 1-2008, 2008.

Implementing Individual Coil QA as Part of an Existing MRI QA Program
1
Griffiths, R
1
Medical Physics, University Hospitals of North Midlands NHS Trust.
Background. The QA program at UHNM, performed by MRI Physics, involves acceptance and 6monthly testing on the head and body coil, and monthly testing on the head coil, following guidance
from IPEM and ACR (1,2). Prior to 2020, QC was only performed on individual coils if an artefact
was noticed on clinical imaging. The new IPEM guidelines for MRI QA (3) recommend regular SNR
measurements on individual coils, focussing on the “coils used most commonly and cycl[ing]
through these, testing one coil daily”, using “a single image acquisition and background SNR
analysis method”. In response, UHNM set up and trialled a system for regular individual coil QC.
Methods. Provisional testing frequencies were established for each coil based on its usage. This
required testing, on average, 3 coils per scanner per month. In discussion with the MRI
department, it was agreed that testing would be performed by a small group of radiographers
during the work day between patients, when capacity allowed.
The manufacturer-provided “Customer QA” system was used for phantom setup and image
acquisition on the 7 scanners at UHNM. After running the customer QA, a “pass” or “fail” result is
given. If a coil is found to fail its QA then the test would be repeated by MRI Physics or a senior
radiographer, who would determine whether the coil should be taken out of service. If the fail was
reproducible then this was reported to the manufacturer. MRI Physics also performed SNR
measurements on the 3 newer systems that allowed access to the Customer QA images, to
establish feasibility and baselines/tolerances for future testing. The other 4 MRI scanners did not
allow this access so SNR was not measured.
Results. This system was reviewed after 10 months. A total of 209 tests, excluding on-the-day
repeats, were performed across the 7 scanners, compared with an expected 201. Table 1 shows
that across all scanners, the Customer QA failed in 19 instances (9% of all tests), on 6 different coil
types. This resulted in the replacement of 7 coils due to element signal loss, and of 1 socket. None
of these faults had been reported by radiographers or radiologists from clinical images. All of those
coils that were replaced and allowed access to images showed a significant drop in SNR
measurements, but with no previous trend that could predict these failures. There was no
consistency between which coils had “false” failures: in at least 3 cases where coil failure was not
reproducible this was thought to be due to setup errors.
Table 1: Outcomes of Coil Failures Across All Scanners

Outcomes of Coil Failures
Required action from manufacturer (e.g. coil / socket replacement)
Scanner Software Error
Setup Error
Unknown Outcome
Total

Number of Instances
8
4
3
4
19

Discussion. Of those coil failures whose outcomes are known, a significant number of these
picked up on genuine faults, indicating that regular coil QC is valuable. Failures due to setup errors
are expected to reduce as staff become more familiar with the process, however this highlights the
importance of repeat measurements to avoid unnecessary removal of coils. SNR measurements
accurately detected these faults, and could be helpful in determining the extent of the fault.
Conclusion. Individual coil QC can be valuable in catching coil faults before these are seen
clinically. A manufacturer-provided system can be sufficient if available, with SNR measurements
offering potentially useful, but not essential additional information.
Key references. 1. American College of Radiology. Phantom Test Guidance for the ACR MRI
Accrediation Program. s.l. : ACR, 2005, revised 06/05.
2. Lerski, R, De Wilde, J, Boyce, D and Ridgway, J. IPEM Report No. 80: Quality Control in
Magnetic Resonance Imaging. York, England : Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine,
1998.
3. McRobbie, D and Semple, S. IPEM Report No. 112: Quality Control and Artefacts in Magnetic
Resonance Imaging. York, England : Instisute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine, 2017.

Routine QA Acquisition and Semi-automated Analysis at University Hospital Southampton
1
Payne, GS
1
Medical Physics, University Hospital Southampton, UK.
Aims To describe and discuss QA methods at UHS, including semi-automated analysis software
Background. QA measurements are performed twice yearly, based on IPEM Report 112 (1).
Previously analysis has been performed manually, except for Slice Width estimates. Software has
been developed to (semi) automate the analysis to improve reproducibility.
Methods. Measurements use the receiver head coil and three test objects. The Siemens-provided
17 cm diameter sphere is used to measure signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), Uniformity, and Ghosting.
Distortion and Slice Width measurements use a MagNET disc phantom (fig 1d). A 2nd MagNET test
object is used for resolution measurements. Spin-echo images are acquired with 2562 matrix (5122
for resolution phantom), 250 mm FoV, TR/TE=1000/30ms, slice width 3mm, in axial, sagittal and
coronal orientations. Each scan takes 4 min 20s (8 min 36s for the resolution phantom).
Analysis code was written in Matlab. Results are written directly into a spreadsheet. SNR is
calculated as the mean (signal/noise) over five automatically placed subregions (fig 1a). The noise
image uses method 6 of (2), i.e. the difference of original image and image smoothed with a
square kernel of 9 pixels (fig1b). The same images are used to calculate the Uniformity (using
minimum & maximum of the image smoothed with a 4x4 kernel (1)) and Ghosting (fig 1c). The rods
used for Distortion calculation are identified automatically (fig 1d). For Slice Width the user
identifies the location of the plates (dark regions in fig 1d), after which the profiles are displayed
and full width at half maximum calculated. Manual SNR is calculated using five 5 cm3 signal
regions vs 5 background “noise” regions (3rd method of (1)); Uniformity from Min & Max pixel
values in large central region; Ghosting from mean signal in most intense ghost region relative to
mean signal; Distortion from distances between rods; and Resolution by visual inspection.

Evaluation and Results. Manual & automated analyses were compared for 6 sets of
measurements, each of 3 orientations, from one Siemens 1.5T Aera scanner.
SNR (CoV)
Uniformity (CoV) Distortion (mean sd)
Manual
0.41
2.75
0.30 mm
Auto
0.05
2.39
0.21 mm
Discussion. Automation greatly reduced variability of SNR measurements. This may be attributed
to manual analysis being very sensitive to small differences in the background “noise”. Variability of
Distortion measurements was also reduced. Experience suggests that Ghosting is best evaluated
visually. The software was relatively quick to use, and has been used by other team members.
Automated entering of results into the spreadsheet saves time and avoids typographical errors.
However manual analysis during acquisition is still recommended as a robust way to ensure that
data have been acquired correctly. As MagNET phantoms are no longer available, software is
being revised for the ACR phantom. Since other centres probably also write QA analysis code,
sharing these would help scanner performance comparison and save duplicating effort.
References. (1) IPEM Report 112 “Quality Control and Artefacts in MRI” Ed McRobbie & Semple
2017. (2) A J McCann et al A quick and robust method for measurement of
signal-to-noise ratio in MRI. Phys. Med. Biol. 58 3775 2013
Acknowledgement. The slice-width code was largely written by Maria Liljeroth

Crossed-ramp QA measurements of slice width show highly
reproducible results but reveal variation between manufacturer,
field strength and imaging sequence
Mary E Finnegan, Christopher J Murphy, Joely Smith, Rebecca A Quest
Department of Imaging, Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust. UK
Department of Engineering, Imperial College London, UK.

Motivation:
Since January 2018, we have gathered slice width (SW) measurements from 96 QA tests.
Anecdotally, we have observed variation between different manufacturers and different field strength.
For Siemens scanners 5 mm slices from TSE-7 sequences are always out of tolerance (SE passes).

Methods:
We used 3 different phantoms:
1 x nickel chloride solution; 1 x corn
oil; 1 x mineral oil

Slice Width Calculation:

2x2 crossed-ramps at 26.6°

Phantom: Test Object 2A
McRobbie DW. Med Phys. 1997
May; 24(5):737-42.

1. Sample 12 profiles over each ramp
2. Find mean profile
3. Invert profile and subtract
background
4. Find the FWHM
5. Calculate slice width
SW = tan(26.6°) x FWHM

Tolerance of 10% of nominal slice
width (IPEM Report 112, 2017)

Results:

• We measured statistically significantly higher SW for 3 T
compared to 1.5 T in Siemens scanners (p<0.0001)
• Siemens 1.5 T scanners showed higher SW compared to
1.5 T Philips scanners (p<0.0001)
• For each group, standard deviations ~ 1 or 2 % -> should
we tailor our tolerance to manufacturers and field?
• How would manufacturers respond to a test ‘failing’ with
e.g. 5% tolerance?

• TSE-7 sequences show larger
measured SW, compared to SE
• Greatest difference for 1.5 T Siemens
scanners; 0.74 mm, compared to
0.39 mm for Philips 1.5 T
• Increasing ETL, increases measured
slice width -> T2 filtration?
➢ BUT slice width for TSE-1 ≠ SE
➢ Needs further investigation

Crossed-ramp QA measurements of slice width show highly reproducible results but reveal
variation between manufacturer, field strength and imaging sequence
1,2
Finnegan ME, 1,2Murphy CJ, 1,2Smith J, 1,2Quest RA
1
Department of Imaging, Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust. UK
2
Department of Engineering, Imperial College London, UK.
Background. Slice width (SW) measurement is an important part of Annual or Acceptance Quality
Assurance testing of MRI scanners1,2. Since January 2018, we have gathered SW measurements
from 96 QA tests from a wide variety of different scanner manufacturers and models. We have
observed a trend of small differences in the results at different field strengths, between
manufacturers and for different sequences. This prompted an audit of results to determine whether
these differences are statistically significant and what the causes and implications of any
differences may be.
Methods. Our slice width measurements are made using an in-house phantom, known as Test
Object 2A3. This phantom includes four cold crossed ramps, two each at an angle of +/- 26.5 ° to
the axial plane. In-house MATLAB software is used to calculate SW from the signal profile over the
crossed ramps, with the reported result taken from an average measured SW from multiple slices.
5 mm slices were acquired with a field of view of 250x250 mm and matrix size of 256x256. For spin
echo (SE) sequences: TR = 500 ms, TE = 15 ms and for turbo spin echo sequences (TSE): TR =
1000 ms, TE = 12 ms and echo train length = 7. In this study, we considered the mean 5 mm SW
measurements from 1.5 and 3 T Siemens scanners and 1.5 T Phillips scanners (see Table 1).
Statistical analysis was carried out in MATLAB R2021b, with paired-sample or two-sample t-tests
used, as indicated in the results.
Results. Table 2 shows that for each scanner group the measured SW were statistically
significantly higher for TSE compared to SE sequences. It also shows that our slice width
measurements are extremely repeatable, with a maximum in-group standard deviation of 0.09 mm,
compared to a tolerance of +/- 0.5 mm. Further comparisons showed that the SW measurements
for both SE and TSE sequences are higher at 3 T compared to 1.5 T (Siemens scanners only) and
that at 1.5 T the Siemens scanners give larger measured SW than Philips scanners. These
comparisons are all statistically significant with p<0.0001 using a two-sample t-test.
Discussion. T2-blurring, as lower TE echoes fill up the edges of k-space, may be decreasing the
sharpness of the cross-ramps in the TSE images and contributing to increased measured SW. This
can be tested by acquiring SE images with higher echo times and assessing the effect on SW. The
difference in the results between manufacturers may be harder to test as it is well-known that
different manufacturers apply different image filtration, which is not always possible (or desirable)
to switch off.
Conclusion. Our slice width measurements are extremely reproducible for the same scanner
manufacturer and field strength. Differences between sequence, field strength and manufacturer
warrant further investigation.
Table1: Summary of QA
tests included in the
analysis.

Table 2: Comparison of 5 mm
slice width measurements for
SE compared to TSE
sequences.
1. McRobbie D & Semple S, IPEM Report Number 112: Quality Control and Artefacts in Magnetic Resonance Imaging,
Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine, 2017; 2. Phantom Test Guidance for the ACR MRI Accreditation
Program, American College of Radiology, 2018 3. McRobbie DW. 3. McRobbie DW. A three-dimensional volumetric test
object for geometry evaluation in magnetic resonance imaging. Med Phys. 1997 May; 24(5):737-42.

Imaging acceptance testing data sharing initiative to aid procurement
John McLean1, Emma Doran1, Jon Trinder2
1
Department of Medical Physics and Bioengineering, NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde
2
University of Glasgow
Background and Aim,
There are a number of issues that arise when going through the MRI procurement process. Any
prior knowledge of the system acquired during the tender process is usually controlled by the
scanner vendors. By the time the acceptance testing is done, the system is already purchased.
Furthermore, the extent of consensus for both test objects used and analysis can lead to a
significant degree of variability making it difficult to compare scanners across sites.
We propose using a web based imaging informatics platform called XNAT (1) to curate and
share scanner acceptance testing data. This will allow the NHS to review the performance of
scanners, prior to having purchased them. This platform can also facilitate a more rapid,
automated, analysis scheme to drive down the variability in these measurements, further
improving the ability to compare systems.
Methods.
An instance of XNAT was established within NHS GGC production infrastructure in collaboration
with ehealth. The benefits from being an NHS led initiative, having expandable storage and
robust backup.
Historical MRI acceptance testing data from NHS GCG was curated. An image processing
pipeline was developed for assessing the MagNET test object (2) a commonly used set of
phantoms for MRI acceptance testing. These were then containerised and deployed in XNAT.
Results.
A demonstration of the XNAT interface will be run to show its capability.
Discussion.
What has been shown is a demonstration of what is possible using the XNAT informatics
platform. It is hoped that this project can facilitate collaboration across our MR community with a
view to improving consensus of testing procedures and analysis, as well as to aid in decision
making for procurement. It is hoped this might also as act as leverage for engaging with scanner
vendors to help ensure system quality.
Conclusion.
We have created an NHS hosted Imaging Informatics resource to aid in procurement decision
making for MR scanners. We have demonstrated this using MRI data. We are keen to hear from
others in the MR community who may be interested in testing this system and developing tools
in their areas such as to achieve the aims outlined above.
Key references.
1. XNAT: An informatics platform for managing, exploring, and sharing neuroimaging data.
Marcus et al (2007); Neuroinformatics 5(1): 11-34.
2. Standardization of performance evaluation in MRI: 13 Years' experience of intersystem
comparison. J. De Wilde et al ; Concepts in Magnetic Resonance Part B: Magnetic
Resonance Engineering, 15(1):111{116, 2002.
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Imaging acceptance testing data sharing
initiative to aid procurement
John McLean1, Emma Doran1 and Jon Trinder2
1Dept

of Clinical Physics & Bioengineering, ICE Building, QEUH campus, NHS GGC
2 University of Glasgow

Problem Statement
• How do we know the performance of an Imaging system before we
buy it?
• How can we compare performance across sites and between vendors?
• How do we drive down variance across analyses?
• How do we deploy analysis at scale in an efficient manner?

Solution
• The proposed solution relies on the XNAT system at its heart
• As a proof of principle, python analysis scripts were developed for
analysis of MagNET test object data
• Data was acquired using a Siemens Sola, 1.5T system
• Python scripts for MagNET analysis, such as SNR were created and
successfully applied to data in XNAT via the docker container plugin
• An example of what data can be generated and how it can be stored in
XNAT is shown in figure 2 below

Methods
• Use the web-based imaging informatics platform XNAT1 to curate
data, manage data and user access
• The system architecture is outlined in figure 1 below
• As a community work toward best method, not multiple different
versions of the same analysis
• Share analysis code and deploy method via docker containers
integrated with XNAT1
• Share other files too: acquisitions protocols, imaging parameter
protocol files, & other associated docs
• Let it all hang out then work towards consensus & best practice

Opinion
• Most of us need to tackle these problems, but we largely do so in
insolation
• We lack a means to easily curate and share data, deploy analysis
methods on these data and generate reports

Figure 2: ROI images and SNR results stored in XNAT

Recap and summary
• XNAT can be used as a vehicle to curate and share acceptance testing
data
• It can also be used as a means of deploying common analysis
methods for acceptance testing
• Sharing data in this way would allow our community to get an idea
of scanner performance before systems are purchased
• From a survey conducted we know our community is strongly in
favour of sharing both data and methods
• This architecture might equally be applied for deploying more
routine QA methods and qMRI techniques in more efficient and
uniform manner

Figure 1: Schematic of proposed architecture for curating data and deploying analysis

References
1. The Extensible Neuroimaging Archive Toolkit (XNAT): An informatics platform for managing, exploring, and sharing neuroimaging data. Marcus, D.S., Olsen T., Ramaratnam M., and Buckner, R.L. (2007), Neuroinformatics 5(1): 1134.

Overview of the QA/QC practices and quality management procedures at MR research
institutions across the UK
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Background. One of the aims of the National Cancer Imaging Translational Accelerator (NCITA)
QA/QC Unit is to promote harmonisation of imaging procedures in order to reduce variability of
image quantification in a multicentre setting. It is envisioned that, in the medium to long term,
NCITA will establish an MRI Core Lab to support the UK MRI community in improving all sections
of the QA/QC pipeline and converting imaging biomarkers from locally defined metrics into locked
down, quality-assured clinical imaging toolkits1.
Aims: This work aims to provide an overview of the availability of clinical MRI scanner equipment,
QA/QC practices and quality management procedures at research institutions across the UK.
Methods. On 25 August 2020, NCITA launched the National Clinical MRI Quality Assurance and
Quality Control survey to ascertain the QA and QC procedures for human MRI scanners and
associated equipment at research institutions across the UK. One of the key drivers for conducting
the survey was to identify how the NCITA MRI Core Lab could best support clinical research
studies that use MR imaging biomarkers. Representatives from all UK research sites conducting
MRI biomarker research studies were invited, via email and our website2, to take part in the survey.
Results. The survey closed on 04 October 2020 with 33 respondents – 17 from universities, 13
from NHS hospital trusts, 2 from private clinics and 1 imaging charity.
Siemens MR scanners were most common (61%), followed by GE (21%) and Philips (18%). For
the magnetic field strength, 3T (54%) and 1.5T (44%) scanners were dominant, with only 3% of
scanners being 7T. Details were given for a total of 95 scanners, of which around 50% had been
installed more than 5 years ago and around 15% over 10 years ago.
Only 10% of the scanners for which responses were received were dedicated to research studies.
Nearly all the sites completing the survey (91%) had vendor research agreements on all (73%) or
some (18%) of the scanners, and the majority (85%) had an on-site MR physicist.
Access to the clinical research scanners to perform QA phantom scans was reported as sufficient
by most respondents (97%), the majority of whom used vendor’s phantoms and sequences. Only
55% acquired quantitative MR metrics using 3rd party/home-built phantoms.
78% of respondents followed standard operating procedures (SOPs) for equipment use,
maintenance and QA, but only 61% had SOPs
governing the QC and analysis of acquired data,
and just over a third (36%) used a quality
management system (QMS). Only 30% performed
scan protocol checks and 36% protocol deviation
checks on the acquired data. Code review or
software QMS for in-house data analysis code
was only in place at 21% of institutions.
Of the proposed activities for an NCITA MRI Core
Lab, the most popular was Protocol Development and Harmonisation (81%), with Imaging Data
Review/Quality Control (73%), Access to a QMS (67%) and Implementation of a Robust Analysis
Pipeline (67%) following closely behind.
Conclusion. The survey revealed that MRI research protocols are widely used in the UK, but
adherence to SOPs and QA/QC vary substantially. Sites would benefit from the support an MRI
Core Lab could offer, not only with protocol development, but also to improve acquisition and
analysis consistency across institutions to accelerate the translation of quantitative MRI
biomarkers.
Key references
1. O'Connor JP, Aboagye EO, Adams JE, et al. Imaging biomarker roadmap for cancer studies.
Nat Rev Clin Oncol. 2017;14(3):169-86.
2. www.ncita.org.uk
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Individual Element SNR QC
James Harkin, 1Cameron Ingham, 1Andrew Hunt
1
Non-Ionising Medical Physics, University Hospitals Dorset
Background: IPEM Report 112 1 recommends performing SNR testing on all coils, testing one coil
daily and cycling through all the coils; to get a regular quantitative indication of image quality from
each. It was decided that this would be unfeasible for scanners at our site for two reasons:
• We already struggle to get users to perform the manufacturer’s QC on a daily basis due to time
pressures; additional daily coil QC would further increase these time pressures.
• Useful SNR measures rely on the phantom and coil being set up in a consistent manner. With up
to thirteen coils on a scanner and multiple users, this is unlikely to happen.
Until now, SNR QC was performed on all coils, as part of quarterly Medical Physics QC testing. With
coils integrating up to 32 elements, it is unlikely that a single element failure would be detectable in the
SNR value from a combined image from all the elements. In addition, determining the cause of a
decrease in SNR beyond loading and analysis mistakes is difficult.
Methods: For five 1.5 T and one 3.0 T scanner, sequences
were set up for each coil on the scanner. A standard
operating procedure was written detailing the sequence to
use for each coil, how to correctly load and position the
phantom, and where to position image slices. Transverse
images are acquired with a TSE style sequence with an echo
train length of 4. This sequence is a modification of the
protocol recommended for SNR measurement in IPEM report
1121. From each acquisition, images are exported both from
the arrays individually, and the arrays combined. Where coils
have an elongated length in the scanner’s ẑ axis (e.g. spine/
peripheral angio coils) multiple slices are acquired.
A program was written in Python which automatically sorts
Figure 1 Peripheral angio, automatic
and archives the DICOMs for each coil. An automatic mask
Felzenszwalb mask in purple
is calculated for the combined image of the phantom using a
Felzenszwalb segmentation2 (see Figure 1). If the mask isn’t acceptable, the user is asked to draw
around the periphery of the phantom. The SNR of the region contained within the mask boundary is
then calculated via the subtraction method1; both for each element individually and the elements
combined. SNR results are then exported to Excel.
Results: For one coil, the semi-automated Python programme is able to archive the sorted DICOMs
and output SNR results for arrays individually and all arrays combined in < 1 minute; even if the user is
required to draw a manual mask. Baseline SNR values have been established for all coil arrays.
During this process, no coil arrays were found to provide an obviously defective signal; either
qualitatively or quantitatively.
Discussion: The semi-automated sorting and analysis of images will hopefully reduce inter and intrauser variability in SNR calculations when compared to manual sorting of images and SNR calculation.
Python will also raise an error if incorrect acquisition parameters are used.
The semi-automated sorting relies on two main factors:
• The user selecting the correct coil in Python.
• The scanners continuing to populate the DICOM header in a consistent manner.
The Python programme has some error handling, but it will be important to check that after any
service/ major change, the images are still sorted consistently.
Analysis can be performed for a single scanner in < 1 hour and the image acquisition takes ~ half a
day per scanner. This produces up to 406 SNR values per scanner per repeat. By acquiring SNR
values for each element individually, we hope to rely less on an accurate reference range being set for
each coil, which relies on a large number of measurements, and instead provide measurements
sensitive to individual element dropout.
Conclusion: A QC protocol has been set up which, per quarter, provides an SNR value for each
receive coil array and requires half a day of scanner time and one hour of analysis per scanner.
Key references.
1.
Barnes, A. et al. IPEM Report 112: Quality Control and Artefacts in Magnetic Resonance
Imaging. (2017).
2.
Van Der Walt, S. et al. Scikit-image: Image processing in python. PeerJ 2014, (2014).
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Individual MRI Coil Element SNR QC
James Harkin, Cameron Ingham, Andrew Hunt

james.harkin@uhd.nhs.uk

Background: IPEM report 1121 recommends performing SNR testing on all MRI coils regularly.

Previously at

University Hospitals Dorset (UHD), QC only involved testing the head coil.

Initial Proposal: Quarterly SNR testing of all coils would be performed by medical physics staff, on all MRI
scanners (2 Philips and 4 Siemens), using a TSE style sequence (TE=30ms, TR =1000ms, ETL=4).

The Proposed Solution:

The Problem:
Despite every attempt to set up the coils in a consistent
manner, the second run of tests produced results >20%
different from the initial results for multiple coils. With
some coils utilising as many as 27 elements, traditional
SNR testing using combined images may not be
sensitive enough to detect individual element failures.

The SNR should be calculated for each element
individually. Images should be archived to allow for
future comparison if anomalies are suspected.
For some scanners this requires > 400 SNR calculations
per repeat if all coil elements are assessed. The SNR
calculation will need to be semi-automated to speed
up analysis.

Python Analysis Package
Code Flowchart:
Initialise
Analysis

Create Mask

• Ask user to select directory containing DICOMs and the coil used.
• Check correct sequence parameters used
• Sort and archive Dicoms.

• Creates Felzenszwalb mask of combined element image2.
• Asks user if mask is acceptable – if not user is asked to draw a mask.

• Calculates SNR using subtraction method1 for individual element
images and combined element images using the combined image
mask.
Calculate SNR • The average SNR is calculated across multiple repeats

Performance: For each coil, the semi-automated
Python programme is able to archive the sorted
DICOMs and output SNR results for arrays individually
and all arrays combined in < 1 minute; even if the user
is required to draw a manual mask. The SNR was
calculated for the combined image using ImageJ3 and
the Python program using a manual mask and
automatic mask for multiple coils (see table below for a
sample). The manual mask produced a comparable
intra-test variability as ImageJ3 and the inter test
variability was <10% for all coils.
Coil

• Export results to Excel
Export Results

Automatic Mask:
Automatic Felzenszwalb
mask of breast coil images
using scikit-image2.

Image J
Average SD

SNR Results
Manual Mask
Average
SD

Auto Mask
Result

Body Long 236

5.0 214

2.4

209.8

Breast

179.6

0.69 168

1.5

170.4

Knee

101.2

1.3 113

0.91 108

Main Issue Encountered: Sorting the
images proved tricky, especially with Philips and
Siemens populating the DICOM header in different
formats. The effectiveness of sorting will need to be
checked after any scanner software updates.

Conclusions and Future Work: A QA protocol has been set up which, per quarter, provides an SNR
value for each receive coil array and requires half a day of scanner time and one hour of analysis per scanner.
Baseline results have been established for each scanner across UHD. The effectiveness of this protocol at
detecting defective coils will need to be assessed once more data is gathered.
References: 1. Barnes, A. et al. IPEM Report 112 (2017); 2. Van Der Walt, S. et al. Scikit-image 0.18.0 (2014); 3. Rasband, W. ImageJ 1.51 (2018)

MR Ferroequinology for MR Suite Planning: Investigating interference of passing trains on MR
imaging.
1,2Martin,
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Physics, Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust
2 Department of Radiology, King’s College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
Background. MRI manufacturers recommend a minimum distance from the scanner isocentre to moving
metallic objects such as cars, lorries, trains and trams, since these can directly affect the homogeneity of
the magnetic field and introduce effects due to mechanical vibration.[1-3] A scanner at our Trust was
installed 10 years ago near a train line (minimum distance isocentre to tracks = 9 m), with no issues detected
at acceptance testing, by routine QA testing or on clinical images since. The recommended minimum
distance from trains for a replacement scanner to be installed in the same location was 40 m.[1]
AIM: Establish the maximal effect of interference caused by passing trains on the current scanner,
to infer the effects of interference on the scanner’s successor.
Methods. We devised a protocol to ascertain the effect of passing trains on MR imaging. This included a
series of sequences likely to be susceptible to environmental influences. Those chosen were MR
Spectroscopy, EPI-based fMRI & DTI, FIESTA (bSSFP) and a series of single-shot HASTE images based
on a rapid partial-acquisition. (Table 1)
1 MR

Table 1: MRI Sequences Tested for interference with and without passing trains.
Acquisition
Time (mm:ss)

Repeats

Acquisition Parameters

Information

05:00

2

1H Single Voxel, TR/TE 2000/136 ms,
2cm3 voxel

1x with train; 1x without
train;

fMRI

20:00

N/A;
Dynamic

GRE SS EPI TR/TE 300/40 ms,
1.9x1.9x5mm^3, 400 dynamics

Dynamic Series; Trains
pass at multiple timepoints

03:00

4

SE EPI TR/TE 5600/89 ms, 2x2x5mm3,
6 directions

3x with train passing, 1x
without train

Artefacts and distortion

DTI

03:00

2

TR/TE 4.46/1.76 ms, 0.7x0.7x.07mm3

1x with train; 1x without
train

Artefacts and distortion

FIESTA
HASTE

00:01

15

Acquisition every 10 s, TR/TE = 91/760
ms, 1x1x8mm3

Train
passing
from
acquisition 3 onwards

Artefacts and distortion
at different time points.

Sequence
MR
Spectroscopy

Measurement
comparison
Spectra
Signal and noise at
different time points,
signal time curve.

The protocol was run on a weeknight when frequency of passing trains was relatively high. Each sequence
was performed with and without a passing train(s). Two teams of staff were in constant communication, one
positioned on a nearby train station bridge, with a view of the trains as they passed in the proximity of the
MRI unit, and they guided the acquisitions, whilst also considering the live departure/arrival schedule.
Sequence parameters can be found in Table 1, in addition to methods of analysis.
Results. MRS shows a noisier spectrum
A
with baseline distortions and higher and
B
broader metabolite peaks (FWHM 50%
increase,
Metabolite
SNR
41.7%
decrease) when a train is passing (figure
1A).The fMRI 20 min signal plot shows
departure from expected linear drift
during the passage of the train (at 11
mins, figure 1B). A residual low frequency
(0.001 Hz), compatible with the train
transit, was detected.[4] DTI, FIESTA and
HASTE images contained no visible
Figure 1 - Potential interference on MR scanning due to passing trains: A) MRS
artefacts or distortions whilst trains were
spectra with (top) and without (bottom) passing trains, the peaks are broader
passing.
and noise amplitude greater in the latter. B) fMRI mean signal for different
Conclusion. Although some interference
dynamic frames, the signal increases at the time of a passing train.
concurrent with train passage could be
detected in MRS and fMRI data by our experiment, these low frequency effects can be mitigated in post
processing and are minor compared to the patient-related influences on the signal. Therefore, in the current
setting this is not likely to compromise the diagnostic quality of the data.
The replacement scanner has active shims that can correct for passing metal, so we would expect the effect
to be lessened.[1] However, we suggest in such circumstances testing of highly sensitive sequences should
be included in acceptance testing, and routine QA.

Key references
[1] Siemens Healthineers, Siemens Magnetom Vida Planning Guide, 2017, [2] GE Sigma Optima 450w Preinstallation Manual, 2019[3] Agito Medical
Philips Ingenia 1.5T Planning Guide, [4] Friedman, L. and Glover, G.H. (2006), Report on a multicenter fMRI quality assurance protocol. J. Magn.
Reson. Imaging, 23: 827-839. https://doi.org/10.1002/jmri.20583

Annual Review of B0 Homogeneity QA on the Elekta Unity MR-Linac
1
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Medical Physics and Engineering, The Christie NHS Foundation Trust, UK
Department of Physics at The Institute of Cancer Research and The Royal Marsden NHS Foundation
Trust, London, UK
3Division of Cancer Services, The University of Manchester, UK
2Joint

Background. MR-guided adapted radiotherapy treatment with MR-Linac (MR-L) devices is now a
clinical reality[1,2]. A principal aim of extensive quality assurance (QA) of the MR-L imaging system
is to ensure that the MR images are geometrically accurate. Inhomogeneity of the scanner’s static
field (B0) can cause MR image distortion[3,4]. This study presents results of Elekta Unity MR-L B0
homogeneity QA testing throughout 2020, collected as part of a multi-institution longitudinal study.
Methods. The manufacturer-provided 400mm diameter cylindrical phantom was scanned with a
manufacturer-provided B0 mapping technique comprising fast field echo (FFE) sequences with two
echo times in three orientations (TR/TE: 65/5.4&6.9ms, voxel:1.8x1.8x5mm). A transverse
acquisition was obtained every month, with sagittal and coronal acquisitions every quarter. B0
maps reconstructed online by the scanner were used throughout. 35cm and 24cm diameter
circular volume (dcv) regions of interest (ROI) were placed on the B0 maps, centred on the
phantom, on the central slice through isocentre for each orientation. The root-mean-squared (rms)
and peak-to-peak (p2p) inhomogeneity within each ROI were calculated in parts-per-million (ppm).
Results.

a

b

Figure 1. (a) rms and (b) p2p ppm B0 inhomogeneity of Elekta Unity MR scanner in 2020 across principal
orientations for 35cm and 24cm dcv.

Discussion. The results suggested that the shimmed static field was stable throughout the year.
The monthly p2p results of 2D multi-plane measurements are in line with a single institution study
at one time point[5], and the average rms across all three planes is in line with a multi-institution
MR-L MRI commissioning study[6]. Different results between the phantom orientations are known
to be due to the split design of the scanner principal field, gradient and active shimming coils[7].
Monthly variation in rms ppm inhomogeneity may be due to inconsistent phantom settling time, or
temperature variations between scanner bore and phantom contents. The imaging plane specific
results permit tolerances to be set that will instigate further investigation.
Conclusion. Results from the routine monthly QA of the Elekta Unity MR scanner B0 homogeneity
give confidence that the principal field contribution to the system’s geometric accuracy is stable.
Key references.

1. Raaymakers BW et al. (2017), First patients treated with a 1.5 T MRI-Linac: clinical proof of concept of a
high-precision, high-field MRI guided radiotherapy treatment. Phys Med Biol 62: L41. 2. Acharya et al. (2016), Online Magnetic
Resonance Image Guided Adaptive Radiation Therapy: First Clinical Applications. Int J Rad Onc. Biol. Phys. 94: 394-403. 3. Gach, HM
et al. (2020), B0 field homogeneity recommendations, specifications and measurement units for MRI in radiation therapy. Med Phys 47:
4101-4114. 4. McRobbie D and Semple S (2017) Quality Control and artefacts in magnetic resonance imaging (IPEM Report 112)
Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine. 5. Snyder JE et al. (2020), Commissioning of a 1.5T Elekta Unity MR-linac: A single
institution experience. J Appl Clin Med Phys 21: 160-172. 6. Tijssen RHN et al. (2019), MRI commissioning of 1.5T MR-linac systems –
a multi-institutional study. 2019 Rad and Onc 132: 114-120. 7. Raaymakers BW et al. (2009), Integrating a 1.5T MRI scanner with a
6MV accelerator: proof of concept. Phys. Med. Biol. 54 N229.

Implementation of Whole Body MRI within a multicentre clinical trial for patients with myeloma
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Background. National guidance1 positions Whole Body (WB) MRI as first line imaging for all
patients with suspected myeloma. We report on the first study to embed standardised WB-MRI
within a prospective, UK multicentre myeloma clinical trial: IMAGIMM trial (substudy of MUK9;
NCT03188172) to explore the use of WB-MRI to detect minimal residual disease after treatment.
Methods. The standardised MY-RADS WB-MRI protocol2 including DWI and Dixon sequences
was set up on our local 1.5T Siemens scanner. An imaging manual describing the MR protocol
(multi-station axial acquisitions), QA/QC procedures and data transfer was produced and provided
to sites. For non-identical scanners (different vendor or magnet strength), site visits from our
physics team were organised to support protocol optimisation. The site qualification process
included review of volunteer data acquired at each site and a teleconference to brief the
multidisciplinary team. Two home-made phantoms were used for: 1) apparent diffusion coefficient
(ADC) quantification (ice-water phantom3); and 2) fat suppression checks (fat-water phantom4).
Results. WB-MRI was successfully set up at 12 UK sites involving 3 vendor systems and two field
strengths. Four main protocols (1.5T Siemens, 3T Siemens, 1.5T Philips and 3T GE scanners)
were generated. Example of images from phantoms (axial acquisition) and a healthy volunteer
(coronal reconstruction of multi-station axial acquisitions) are presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Phantom and volunteer images acquired as part of the setting up of the WB-MRI protocol.

Discussion. Various limitations in terms of hardware (e.g. lower specification gradients limiting
DWI scanning), software (e.g. absence of multi-station composing packages) and availability of
scanning time were observed across the 12 centres. Nevertheless, whilst accepting minimal sitespecific modifications of the optimised MR sequence parameters, we were able to share the
methodology and imaging protocols to enable other centres to obtain images suitable for
qualitative and quantitative analysis. Patient data acquisition is ongoing.
Conclusion. Standardised WB-MRI protocols can be implemented and supported in prospective
multicentre clinical trials, allowing other sites a reduced burden on time and resources.
References: 1Myeloma Diagnosis and Management. NICE (NG35);
https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng35/chapter/Recommendations#imaging-investigations
2
Messiou C et al. 2019, Radiology; 291:5-13. 3Winfield JM et al. 2016, Medical Physics 43:95-110;
4
Winfield JM et al. 2014, Phys Med Biol 59:2235-2248.
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METHODS

INTRODUCTION
Protocol set up

 National guidance [1] positions • The standardised MY-RADS WB-MRI protocol [2]
(including quantitative DWI and Dixon sequences) was
Whole Body (WB) MRI as first
set up locally on our 1.5T Siemens Aera scanner.
line imaging for all patients with • An imaging manual describing the MR protocol (multistation axial acquisitions), QA/QC procedures and data
suspected myeloma.
transfer was produced and provided to sites.

 We report on the first study to
embed standardised WB-MRI
within
a
prospective,
UK
multicentre myeloma clinical trial
involving 12 hospital sites.

• The available fleet of scanners involved in this
multicentre imaging trial is presented in Table 1.
Sites
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Data Acquisition

Model
Aera
Aera
Skyra
Aera
Ingenia
Discovery
Aera
Ingenia
Aera
Ingenia
Aera
Avanto/Aera

Magnet
1.5T
1.5T
3T
1.5T
1.5T
3T
1.5T
1.5T
1.5T
1.5T
1.5T
1.5T

Data Assessment
The site qualification process included an initial
review of volunteer/ patient data acquired on every
scanner and a teleconference with each site to brief
the multidisciplinary team.

• Two home-made phantoms were used for:
1) quantification check of apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADC): ice-water phantom [3].
2) fat suppression check: fat-water phantom [4].
DWI (axial, free breathing)

MRI Parameters

Scanner information
Vendor
Siemens
Siemens
Siemens
Siemens
Philips
GE
Siemens
Philips
Siemens
Philips
Siemens
Siemens

• For similar scanners, scanner specific protocols
were sent to sites to allow local acquisition of
healthy volunteer or patient data.

• For non-identical scanners (grey lines in Table 1),
two site visits from our physics team were
organised to support protocol optimisation and
data acquisition (at sites 3 and 8).

The IMAGIMM trial is a substudy
of MUK9 trial (NCT03188172)
that aims to explore the use of
quantitative WB-MRI to detect
minimal residual disease after
treatment.
Table 1. All MR scanners available across 12 sites involved
in this quantitative WB-MRI trial (4 main protocols in grey).

Scanner type 1.5T Siemens
Protocol Labelling
Vendor sequence name

T1w (axial, breath hold)

2D single-shot echo planar imaging

Sequences

Software WB-MRI Protocol
VE11C
protocol A
VE11C
protocol A
VE11C
protocol B
VE11C
protocol A
5.4.1
protocol C
DV26
protocol D
VE11C
protocol A
5.4.1
protocol C
VE11C
protocol A
5.3.1
protocol C
VE11C
protocol A
VE11C
protocol A

1.5T Philips

3D gradient echo

3T Siemens

3T GE

1.5T Siemens

1.5T Philips

3T Siemens

3T GE

A

C

B

D

A

C

B

D

DWI (EPI)

DWI (EPI)

DWI (EPI)

DWI (EPI)

Vibe Dixon

FFE mDixon

Vibe Dixon

Lava Flex

04:47

04:21

03:37

05:13

00:17

00:17

00:14

00:19

Station acquisition time [min]
Number of averages (per b value)

3, 6, 6

3, 6, 6

3, 6, 6

3, 6, 6

1

1

1

1

Reconstructed resolution [mm 2]

1.6 x 1.6

1.6 x 1.6

1.6 x 1.6

1.6 x 1.6

0.8 x 0.8

0.8 x 0.8

0.8 x 0.8

0.8 x 0.8

Slice thickness [mm]
Slices per slab
TR [ms]
TE [ms]

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

40

40

40

36

40

40

52

40

6240

5664

4690

6000

7.6

5.3

4.2

5.4

66

2.39/4.77

1.73/3.6

1.23/2.46

1.2/2.4

73

TI [ms] (STIR fat suppresion)

180

FOV [mm]
Receiver bandwidth [Hz/Px]
Parallel acquisition

75
180

71

260

-

430

430

430

430

430

430

430

430

1964

3025 [water-fat
shift 5.6 pixel]

1994

260

3732
[± 250 kHz]

400

676 [water-fat
shift 0.3 pixel]

-

1030

-

1208
[±166.67 kHz]

-

GRAPPA

SENSE

GRAPPA

ASSET

CAIPI

SENSE

CAIPI

ARC

3-Scan Trace

Grad. overplus

4-Scan Trace

ALL

-

-

-

-

double spin echo

spin echo

spin echo

spin echo

-

-

-

50-600-900

50-600-900

50-600-900

50-600-900

-

-

-

-

Stations

6

6

6

6

7

7

7

7

Station overlap [mm]

0

0

0

0

20

20

60

20

Diffusion mode
Diffusion encoding scheme
2

3 b-values [s/mm ]

-

Table 2. MR parameters as derived from the four main protocols.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results
o WB-MRI was successfully set up at 12 UK sites involving 3 vendor systems and two field strengths.
o Four main protocols (1.5T Siemens = “A”, 3T Siemens = “B”, 1.5T Philips = “C” and 3T GE = “D”) were generated.
o Example of axial acquisition from phantoms (Figure 1) and coronal reconstruction of multi-station axial acquisitions for healthy volunteers (Figures 2 and 3)
and patient (Figure 3) are presented below.

Figure 1. Test object images acquired as part of the setting up of the WB-MRI protocol
demonstrating accurate ADC measurements for all 5 vial components of the ice-water phantom (left
panel). ADC values of vials (measured at 0˚C) varied from 80.6 x10-5 mm2/s to 117.27 x10-5 mm2/s
and had a maximal relative error of 14% when compared to their original measurements. Similarly,
good fat suppression is shown with the 2-compartment fat-water phantom (right panel).

Figure 3. Examples of ADC maps and T1-w images (fat only) obtained on a 3T
Siemens scanner (protocol B), 1.5T Philips scanner (protocol C) and 3T GE
scanner (protocol D) demonstrating variability of image quality between vendors.

Discussion
Various limitations in terms of hardware (e.g. lower specification
gradients limiting DWI scanning), software (e.g. absence of multistation composing packages) and availability of scanning time
were observed across the 12 centres.

Figure 2. A typical example of DW images (b900 and ADC map) and T1-w images (water only
and fat only) obtained on a 1.5T Siemens scanner (protocol A) demonstrating good quality.
Both sequences were acquired axially and coronal reconstructions are presented.

Nevertheless, whilst accepting minimal site-specific modifications
of the optimised MR sequence parameters, we were able to share
the methodology and imaging protocols to enable other centres to
obtain images suitable for qualitative and quantitative analysis.
Patient data acquisition is ongoing.

CONCLUSION
Standardised WB-MRI protocols can be implemented and supported in prospective multicentre clinical trials, allowing other sites a reduced burden on time and resources.
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Comparing image distortion using a 3D printed geometric distortion phantom
1
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Background - Geometric accuracy is important in MRI if pathology is to be accurately assessed
and is critical in radiotherapy planning where distortion in MR images can cause significant
deviation from the desired treatment dose [1]. Geometric distortion is normally assessed by
comparing the measured distances between a grid of control points with their known distances
[2]. Most phantoms used for these purposes are either very expensive, bulky, or limited in their
coverage. Here we extend the simple 3D-printed design [3, 4], with one that meets all of the
requirements of a good distortion phantom and can be produced easily, accurately and cheaply.
We also present initial results of measurements taken from 5 MR systems, one GE and four
Siemens scanners.
Methods - A 3D lattice was designed and 3D printed
that consisted of 15 layers of 52 targets. Targets were
8mm in diameter and evenly spaced 20mm from one
another (Figure 1). This was then fixed inside a
Perspex cylinder which was filled with oil. The phantom
was CT scanned at high resolution (0.4x0.4x0.6mm) to
act as a ground truth.
Figure 1 Photograph of the 3D printed
To assess MR distortion, the phantom was scanned
distortion phantom before being filled.
using three sequences (T2 TSE, T1 GRE and T2
SPACE). A 3D normalised cross correlation (NCC) was performed between the MR images and
a reference target. The centre of each volume above a set threshold was calculated to identify
target positions to sub pixel accuracy. This followed similar processing method used by Jafar et
al [3]. We then performed a 6-DOF registration to the CT data and recorded the differences
between the MR and CT data points to form the distortion grid that could be visualised in 3D or
compiled into a metric.
Results – The results for the 5
scanners varied from an average
of 0.33-0.92mm and a maximum
(98th percentile) of 0.88mm to
3.14mm (Figure 2). Repeat
measurements showed the error
in determining the maximum
distortion was ~4% and <0.01mm
for the average distortion.
Discussion - Our phantom used
FDM 3D printing and nearly
Figure 2 Comparison of distortion between 5 MRI
spherical control targets at the
scanners and an example of a distortion map.
intersections to aid in target
detection. This worked well and no manual intervention was required for any control points. The
processing workflow was largely automated producing graphs and contour plots.
Conclusion - The phantom demonstrates how 3D printing can be used to quickly and cheaply
construct large phantoms for distortion measurements, with sub-millimetre accuracy.
References.
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Comparing image distortion using a 3D
printed geometric distortion phantom
1

Barrett A, 1Rea M, 1Clatterbridge Cancer Centre NHS FT

Background
Geometric accuracy is important in MRI if pathology is to be accurately assessed and is critical in radiotherapy planning where distortion
in MR images can cause significant deviation from the desired treatment dose [1]. Geometric distortion is normally assessed by comparing the measured distances between a grid of control points with their know distances [2]. Most current phantoms used for these purposes are either very expensive, bulky, or limited in their coverage. Here we present a simple 3D printed design similar to Jafar et al [3] and
Wang et al [4] that meets all of the requirements of a good distortion phantom and can be produced easily, accurately and cheaply. We
also present the results of measurements taken of 6 MR systems, one from GE and five from Siemens.
Methods
A 3D lattice was designed and 3D printed that consisted of 15 layers of 52 targets 8mm in diameter that where evenly spaced 20mm
from one another in every direction. This was then encased in a Perspex cylinder and filled with oil (see Figure 1). The phantom was CT
scanned at high resolution (0.4x0.4x0.6mm) to act as a ground truth. MR scanning was done with 3D distortion correction enabled.

FDM 3D printing allows us to cheaply build large phantoms
Figure 1
FDM 3D printed distortion
phantom was inserted into a
Perspex tube and filled with
oil. The phantom size is
28x14x14 cm

3T and mobile shows up to 3x more distortion vs. 1.5T

Figure 2
Comparison of the
distortion magnitude
averaged over all
control points for 6
scanners tested with 3
sequences

Results
Repeatability measurements showed the error in the mean distortion was ~0.008mm and the maximum (98th percentile) error was ~4%.
The results for the 5 scanners varied from an average of 0.33-0.92mm and a maximum (98th percentile) of 0.88mm to 3.14mm (Figure
2). 3T and mobile scanners suffered from up to 3x more distortion than the best 1.5T scanner tested. There was significant variation between all of the 1.5T scanners (excluding the mobile) tested with the worse having almost twice the distortion of the best even though
they were all “wide bore” scanners.
Conclusion
The 3D printed phantom exceeded our expectations in terms of accurate construction and sub millimetre repeatability. FDM 3D printing
allowed us to cheaply build a phantom much bigger than is available with resin style printers but is susceptible to warping making a CT
Ground truth essential. The nearly spherical control targets at the intersections aided in target detection and no manual intervention was
required for any control points. The processing workflow was largely automated producing graphs and contour plots (Figure 3) to help
understand how distortion will affect the images produced.
References.
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Contour plots provide excellent visualisation of the
distortion profile away from the isocentre

Figure 3
Example of a contour
plots representing the
distortion profile of the
scanners

Development of a low cost anthropomorphic phantom for improving Breast MRI Quality
Assurance
1
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Background.
MRI is increasingly used for breast cancer screening and staging1,2. Quality assurance for breast
MR imaging is important and should include effective evaluation of (i) signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
(ii) image intensity uniformity, (iii) geometric accuracy, (iv) high contrast (spatial) resolution (v) low
contrast resolution, i.e. object detectability, (vi) percentage of signal ghosting, (vii) fat signal
suppression efficacy3-5. We describe here preliminary development and testing of a low cost
anthropomorphic breast phantom for fast and efficient qualitative breast MRI quality control
measurements6,7. The aim of the project was to build a prototype low cost phantom using
minimal resources, which could be safely scanned using standard clinical breast MRI sequences
to produce images containing multiple distinct features for assessing scanner performance.
Methods.
Materials used for building the low cost MRI phantom included two plastic bath toys, two small
glass sample pots, and two base Lego blocks, which were all fixed inside two 260ml baby milk
bottles, as shown in figure 1. The baby milk bottles were then filled with deionised water that was
doped with 20ml of gadolinium 0.5mmol/ml
Figure 1 a) glass
a
contrast agent and sealed tight, removing air sample pots contains
bubbles and immersing the objects. The glass fat
sample pots were filled with a mixture of egg
b
white and lard to mimic fat tissue. A breast b) Lego building base
radio-frequency coil was used to acquire
images of the breast phantom with standard
c
c) Plastic baby bath
breast screening sequences, in a 3 Tesla for left breast and
d) Baby milk
Siemens Vida MRI system.
right breast phantom
bottle

Results.
Image quality and resolution
were qualitatively assessed
based on four land marks,
round shape on the toys and
Lego structure (figure 2a-c), fat
saturation
and
water
suppression
quality
were
compared figure 2d-e). Being
able to identify all five
landmarks can pass the quality
control.

Figure 2. a) land
mark I
d) Land mark IV
and comparing T2
with and without
Water saturation

b) Land mark II

c) Land mark III

e) Comparing
T2 with and
without fat
suppression
SPAIR

Discussion and Conclusion.
We successfully manufactured a simple low cost prototype breast phantom to enable fast
qualitative assessment of breast MRI performance that could be potentially used by
radiographers in daily or routine QA. There are still several limitations in this prototype phantom
such as deterioration of the materials and fungal growth that could potentially change the MR
signal over time and further developments using preservatives may be added in future models.
References.
1. Kathryn E. Keenan et al., 2016, 2.Kathryn E. Keenan et al., 2018, 3. ACR Guidance 2005,
4. IPEM report 110, 5. NHSBSP No 60, 2005, 6. Melanie Freed, et al., 2011, 7..Yaoyao He et al.,
2019.
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Introduction:
MRI is increasingly used for breast cancer screening and staging1,2. Quality assurance for breast MR
imaging is important and should include effective evaluation of (i) signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), (ii)
image intensity uniformity, (iii) geometric accuracy, (iv) high contrast (spatial) resolution (v) low
contrast resolution, i.e. object detectability, (vi) percentage of signal ghosting, (vii) fat signal
suppression efficacy3-5.
Weekly quality assurance (QA) should monitor signal to noise ratio of the breast coil, and suppression
effectiveness, using a fat suppression or a water suppression pulse. We describe here preliminary
development and testing of a low cost anthropomorphic breast phantom for fast and efficient
qualitative breast MRI quality control measurements5-7. features for assessing scanner performance.
The aim of the project was to build a prototype low cost phantom using minimal resources (the cost of
phantom materials was altogether approximately £10), which could be safely scanned using standard
clinical breast MRI sequences to produce images containing multiple distinct features for assessing
scanner performance.

Methods:

Figure 1 a) glass
a
sample pots contains
filledfatwith deionised water

Two 260 ml baby milk bottles were
that was
b sealed tight,
doped with 20 ml of gadolinium 0.5 mmol/ml
agent and
b) Legocontrast
building base
removing air bubbles and immersing the objects. Objects used for building
the low cost MRI phantom included:
c
1.

c) Plastic baby bath
for left
breast
and of egg white
A glass container (2.5 cm diameter) filled
with
a mixture
rightto
breast
and lard to mimic fat tissue, in addition
3 codphantom
liver oil capsules to

d) Baby milk
bottle

test the fat saturation,

2. Lego building base (5 cm x 5 cm) to test the high contrast spatial
resolution
3. Plastic bath toys with distinct features to test the low contrast resolution
or object detectability.
A breast radio-frequency coil was used to acquire images of the breast phantom with
standard breast screening sequences, in a 3 Tesla Siemens Vida MRI system. The sequences
used to acquire images included:
i. T1-weighted no-fat suppression
ii. T2-weighted with fat suppression
iii. T1-weighted fat-suppressed gradient-echo sequence
Total scanning time for the QA was approximately 5 min.

Results.
Image quality and resolution were qualitatively assessed based on land marks and fat
saturation quality as shown below. Being able to identify all five landmarks can pass the
quality control.
Here is a template form for radiographers in their weekly QA:

Discussion and Conclusion.
• We successfully manufactured a simple prototype breast phantom to enable fast
qualitative assessment of breast MRI performance that could be potentially used by
radiographers in daily or routine QA. The cost of phantom materials was altogether
approximately £10.
• This weekly radiographers QA could be potentially carried out in addition to the 6
monthly Physics QA using the ACR phantom to quantitatively assess the scanner
performance, including SNR and uniformity.
• There are still several limitations in this prototype phantom such as deterioration of
the materials and fungal growth that could potentially change the MR signal over time
and further developments using preservatives may be added in future models.
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6.
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Background. Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is usually based on fat-suppressed single-shot
echo-planar acquisitions, and thus rely on high gradient performance and field uniformity. DWI
subjects the MRI system to vibration, and image quality can vary enormously in patient studies.
For these reasons, regular checks of DWI image quality are recommended[1]. Quality control
methods have been explored for assessment of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values[2, 3],
but there is minimal investigation into the routine assessment of fat suppression quality
combined with standard image quality parameters. Here we propose a simple and robust
method for concurrently assessing key image quality metrics and the quality of fat suppression.
Methods. A cylindrical Perspex test object [4] containing a compartment of water doped with
copper sulphate and sodium chloride surrounded by a compartment of corn oil has been
scanned on different 1.5T and 3T scanners with a conventional large field-of-view clinical DWI
sequence. The set-up of the phantom and imaging protocol have been carefully standardised to
ensure measurement repeatability. Images are assessed offline using Matlab R2019a. Signal
parameters (SNR, uniformity, and ghosting) and fat suppression quality metrics (number of fat
pixels and water:fat signal ratio) are assessed over the test object volume.

Figure 1:

Oil and Water Test Object

Sagittal cross-section

Example b-600 image

Results.

Figure 2: Plots of SNR (left), uniformity (centre), and water:fat signal ratio (right) vs slice position
for 4 independent experiments on a Siemens Aera. The 95% confidence interval is displayed.
Discussion. The measurements of signal parameters (SNR, uniformity, and ghosting) and fat
suppression quality are stable over time, yet sensitive to changes in system performance and to
variations between different MR systems (Achieva 3T, Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands,
and Sola 1.5T, Skyra 3T, Aera 1.5T, Avanto 1.5T, and Vida 3T, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany).
Conclusion. The simple nature of the method has allowed a large number of datasets to be
acquired, comprising of 27 studies across 7 individual MR systems. This allows for assessment
of inter- and intra-scanner performance over time. The reliability of the results means they can
be used as a baseline if a drop in performance is suspected.
Key references. 1. IPEM (2017) Report 112. Quality Control and Artefacts in Magnetic
Resonance Imaging. Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine, York, UK. 2. Delakis, I. et
al., Phys. Med. Biol. 49 (2004) 1409–1422 3. Malyarenko D. et al., J. Magn. Reson. Imaging
(2013) 37:1238–1246 4. Winfield, J. et al., Phys. Med. Biol. 59 (2014) 2235–2248.
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the ICR and RMH in association with the MRC and DoH C1060/A10334, C1060/A16464 and
NHS funding to the NIHR BRC, ECMC, the CRF in Imaging, and the CRN. The views expressed
here are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the NHS, the NIHR or the DoH.
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Clinical Background

Results

Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is usually based on fat-suppressed single-shot echoplanar acquisitions, and thus rely on high gradient performance and field uniformity. DWI
subjects the MRI system to vibration, and image quality can vary enormously in patient
studies, as demonstrated in Figure 1. For these reasons, regular independent checks of
DWI image quality are recommended[1]. Quality control methods have been explored for
assessment of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values[2, 3], but there is minimal
investigation into the routine assessment of fat suppression quality combined with
standard image quality parameters. Here we propose a simple and robust method for
concurrently assessing key image quality metrics and the quality of fat suppression.

For well-functioning scanners, the measurements of signal parameters (SNR, uniformity,
and ghosting) and fat suppression quality are stable over time and sensitive to changes
in system performance. Assessing several image quality metrics at the same time has
proven to aid in investigations into suspected scanner faults.

A)

B)

Figure 3 shows two SNR results from the same 1.5T system, one measured before an
RF coil fault (3.A), the other after (3.B). These results directly relate to the images shown
in Figure 1.A. and B. respectively.
Figure 4 shows an example dataset of four independent measurements for the same
scanner, taken over a period of 6-months. The reliability of the method allows for
pass/fail criteria to be established. Results can also be used to assess variations
between different MR systems, which for our institution include; an Achieva 3T (Philips
Healthcare, Best, Netherlands) and a Sola 1.5T, Skyra 3T, Aera 1.5T, Avanto 1.5T, and
Vida 3T (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany).

A)

Figure 3: Plots of SNR
measured on the same
1.5T Siemens Magnetom
Aera before and after an
RF coil fault. A) This
measurement was made
within 3-days of the MR
exam shown in Figure
1.A. B) These results
were taken on the same
day as the image shown
in Figure 1.B.

B)

Figure 1: Examples of DWI (b-600) image quality variation for different patients in a
whole-body exam on the same scanner, RF coil, and protocol. A) Routinely
achievable image quality for whole-body DWI in the liver. B) Poor image quality
subsequently associated with a RF coil fault. The coil fault was not noticeable on
non-DWI sequences. Image A was acquired two weeks prior to Image B.

Key Aims
1. Devise a simple, fast, reliable, image-based quality control method that can form part
of the broader quality assurance programme, and be run in response to radiographer
queries.

A)

B)

C)

D)

2. Utilise a clinically relevant DWI sequence, in contrast to the manufacturers quality
control tests.
3. Build a results database that can be used as a baseline for inter- and intra-scanner
comparison, via the use of semi-automatic image analysis software.

Methods
A cylindrical Perspex test object[4], shown in Figure 2, containing a compartment of water
doped with copper sulphate and sodium chloride surrounded by a compartment of corn
oil has been scanned on different 1.5T and 3T scanners with a clinical large field-of-view
DWI sequence. The set-up of the phantom and imaging protocol have been carefully
standardised to ensure measurement repeatability. The whole measurement procedure
can be accomplished in ~12 minutes. Images are assessed offline using Matlab R2019a.
Signal parameters (SNR, uniformity, and ghosting) and fat suppression quality metrics
(number of fat pixels and water:fat signal ratio) are assessed over the test object volume.

A)

B)

C)

Figure 4: Plots of A) SNR, B) water:fat signal ratio, C) uniformity, and D) ghosting vs
slice position for 4 independent experiments on a well-functioning 1.5T Siemens
Magnetom Aera. The 95% confidence interval of the trend-line is displayed.
Figure 2: A) Photograph of the test object used for the QC tests. The test object
measures 300 mm in length. The outer and inner compartments have 185 mm and
140 mm internal diameters, respectively. B) Sagittal localiser. C) Axial b-600 image.
Sequence Parameters
Sequence type

epir

TE

61 ms

Slices

40

TR

7150 ms

Slice thickness

5 mm

b-values [s mm-2]

50, 600, 900

FOV (read x phase)

430 x 346 mm

Number of Averages

2, 2, 4

Base resolution

134 x 108 px

Fat suppression

Slice Sel. IR (TI 240ms)

Partial Fourier

None

Diffusion mode

3-scan trace

Parallel Imaging

GRAPPA-2, GRE/Separate,
32 lines

Diffusion scheme

Monopolar

Table 1: Parameters for the QC tests, adapted from a clinical whole-body DWI protocol.
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Conclusion
The fast nature of the method has allowed a large number of datasets to be acquired,
comprising of 31 studies across 8 individual MR systems. The method is now part of the
broader Quality Assurance programme in the MRI department. This allows for
assessment of inter- and intra-scanner performance over time. The reliability of the
results means they can be used as a baseline if a drop in performance is suspected.
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